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Arabah el Madfuna.
Nov. 13th 1934

Dear Father. 

          I put the easle/<el> together & it works 
splendidly, I am now using it in the temple 
& it stands as firmly as before it was cut. 
There is great activity in the house building 
line, going on here, we are adding an extra 
three rooms to our house; & having a house 
of two rooms built for our Soudani guard. 
it is a very simple matter, you make lines 
on the sand the size you want the rooms 
to be, & the men begin to put up the walls with 
mud bricks using a mortar of sand & mud. 
then you tell the carpenter how many windows 
& doors you want, & he makes them. & you 
show the builder where they are to go. & he 
fits them in, & then the roof goes on. & you 
whitewash it. & leave it a little while to dry 
& your house is ready. 

          We have had one of the native ovens 
that are made of the choice material that amuses 
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Pat so much. built outside our kitchen here 
& the baker lady comes up here to make our bread 
instead of having it baked down in the village 
among the flies. the oven looks like this – 

[  ]   (air holes Nannie is very 
door for bread. pleased as she 
door for fire.) can do some baking 

on her own while 
the oven is still hot after the bread is finished 
what a pity Pat is not here to enjoy the special 
fine flavour imparted by this oven. 

          We are settling down to our various jobs in the 
temple, the weather is still quite warm. 

          We had Mahommed Kyami our nice mechanic 
here yesterday to get Joy/<e>y going again. he was 
at work on him while I was having my lesson 
& I was very pleased to hear his merry chug! chug! 
again. I tried driving the second hand Ford 
that Amice bought in Cairo, I dontsic like it 
half as much as Joey. the steering is very wobbly 
& heavy, & the driving seat is on the opposite 
side & one has to change gear with the right 
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hand instead of the letf/<ft>. which seems very akwardsic

at first, I can manage him all right, but I have 
to think hard all the time & do everything vice-versa 

          Amice & I went into Baliana to-day to buy 
extra furnishings, chairs, basins, pots, table. 
covers. cushion covers etc, & came home practically 
sitting on top of our purchacessic. 

          Love to you & Mother & Pat 
          Your affectionate daughter 
          Myrtle. 


